MARKETING
On-the-go

INTRODUCING
The Robins

Hey there, neighbor!
We’d like to showcase some our favorite projects,
marketing ideas and the most popular packages
that we offer to growing businesses just like yours.
We’re an on-the-go marketing team that form-fits
ourselves into a marketing department that’s
just the right fit for your industry and size.
Check us out and let us know if you’d like our
Dalllas-based nest to be your new partners
in marketing!

LET’S
turn
PAGES

[client spotlight:

Classic Construction

[WEB DESIGN
Our team did an entire overhaul
of their website and created
dedicated service pages to
assist with SEO intiatives
and integration to help
with attribution data for
their Salesforce workflow.
Our design team took care of creating new branding
guidelines and implementing them across different
elements of the site.

[INTRANET DESIGN
As the Classic team grew, so did their
need for a collection of internal
resources and workflow process
improvements.
We helped create an internal
website with a repository of marketing collateral for their sales team and
an automated way to request time off
which we helped integrate with
Panda Doc + Zapier.

[E-MAIL CAMPAIGNS
Introducing Salesforce into their
workflow was a large undertaking
and one of their team’s priorities was
maximizing its use.
Our team built campaigns targeted
toward their specific markets
surrounded around their services,
conventions and their exciting annual
events.

[BOOKLET DESIGN
The importance of a solid
repository of marketing
materials should be high on
the list of any sales team after our team designed &
printed these 16-page
booklets, their sales team
had what they needed to give their prospective clients
more information to choose their team for the job.

Shout Out:
We’ve really enjoyed working with their team - they’re like family to us.
It has been inspiring to watch them grow so rapidly and be enormously
dedicated to their customers and the quality of their huge projects. We
only work with the best - and we’re proud to say that they really take the
cake when it comes to customer service.

Visit:

WWW.CLASSICCONSTRUCTION.COM

[client spotlight:

CodeUp

[SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
YouTube ads are an online ad
strategy that can have huge
results. The Google Ad
campaigns that we created
for their marketing team
included videos that we
edited from existing
and stock footage.
The result? An increase in conversions in the first month of
working with our team, at over 300%.

[GRAPHIC DESIGN
Brand consistency between online
ads, web design and soical media is
vital to enhacing a prospective
customers trust in a brand.
Our designers ensure that the
creative content for social media &
for ad campaigns deliver the right
message with consistent branding &
design.

[SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is a long-term growth
strategy that incorporates a combination of curated content and original
content.
We create and plan each month’s
social media calendar for the CodeUp
team and create associated graphic
designs and short videos with photos
that they send to our team.

[WHITE PAPERS
Students that complete
the program from CodeUp
produce a white paper - we
take their Word docs + graphs
and redesign their content
to produce a wonderful portfolio
piece for the student to provide to
prospective employers.

Shout Out:
We met the owner of CodeUp at Novel Coworking in Dallas and had a
blast talking to him about their company’s future growth initiatives. They
are a team of go-getters and work hard to ensure their students
succeed in the classroom and are set up to lead a successful career.

Visit:

WWW.CODEUP.COM

[client spotlight:

Sundek

[ON-THE-GO VIDEOGRAPHY
Our team of videographers
& licensed drone pilots have
traveled across the US to
capture stunning video
footage of their dealers’
projects and testimonials
from their clients.
Showcased on their Youtube
Channel + social media, it’s easy
to see that they offer top quality.

[EMPLOYEE PHOTOS
Our team has weekly meetings
with the Sundek team, which
allows us to capture their
creative employee photos
whenever they have a new hire.
We pride ourselves in getting
pretty much everyone to smile!

[EVENT VIDEO + PHOTO
Sundek has an annual conference that
our team has enjoyed capturing for
the past 2 years.
We spent 3 days capturing the reception party, the speakers, the keynote,
behind the scenes, and dealer testimonials to produce a slew of videos
and photos for their event.

[WEB DESIGN
The Sundek team has
had our team create
websites for their new
dealers that is consistent
with their corporate
branding.
We had the joy of creating a
new logo for their latest dealer!

Shout Out:
Sundek never stops amazing us with the care and compassion they
provide to their employees and their dealers. They have always gone
above and beyond to take care of their own and we are proud to work
with their family of passionate people.

Visit:

WWW.SUNDEK.COM

[project spotlight:

House of Blues

[ON-THE-GO EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY
The House of Blues Dallas is right down the
corner from our office - which made it easy for our
team to hop over and capture a night of music,
talentented florists, bakers, and so much more.
We produced several videos for their team that
allow them to show how their venue can be
completely transformed into an entire unique
experience for spectacular events.

Check it out:

SCAN TO WATCH

[project spotlight:

Magnitude

[CONVENTION EVENT RECAP VIDEO
Our team joined Magnitude at their annual convention to produce over a dozen videos! We setup
a studio right outside of the conference room
doors, creating an easy way for Magnitude to
capture their clients on camera talking about their
service and product.
We captured the entire event from start to finish,
creating an event recap they could share on social.

Check it out:

SCAN TO WATCH

[project spotlight:

Novel Coworking

Bluetooth
Headphones

[EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION PROMO
Novel Coworking has grown exponentially over
the past several years and we are pleased to
partner with them for their employee
appreciation bundles to honor their crew across
the nation.
Our team brainstormed these unique and
high-quality items, designed them and packaged
it together with a custom designed Thank You
card.

[CUSTOM BRANDED BUNDLES
Whether you need a
bundle of branded products to welcome new
employees or create a
promo box to convert
huge sales, our team can
help put together a purposeful and high-quality
bundle that fits your needs
best.
Need solo promo items?
You can check out a ton of
items at promorobin.com

Travel
Backpack
Executive
Tumbler
Comfort
Sweatshirt

Check it out:

SCAN TO ORDER YOURS

SHOP ONLINE

Marketing Services
Let’s Get Started!

We’ve made our services easy to start, easy to pause,
and to cancel completely.
With plans for start-ups to national brands, our team is
ready to help be your marketing department on the
go and we can’t wait to work with you!

-Syndi A. Braun CEO

VISIT
the
SHOP
WWW.THESOCIALROBIN.COM/SHOP

See ya soon!

“

Using digital, traditional, and
innovative marketing strategy, The
Social Robin aims to develop
targeted campaigns for clients to
successfully increase awareness of
brand, services, products and
company culture.
-The Social Robin Team

THESOCIALROBIN.COM

“

